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ABSTRACT
Multimodality is one of the biggest difficulties for optimization as local optima are often preventing
algorithms from making progress. This does not only challenge local strategies that can get stuck. It
also hinders meta-heuristics like evolutionary algorithms in convergence to the global optimum. In
this paper we present a new concept of gradient descent, which is able to escape local traps. It relies
on multiobjectivization of the original problem and applies the recently proposed and here slightly
modified multi-objective local search mechanism MOGSA. We use a sophisticated visualization
technique for multi-objective problems to prove the working principle of our idea. As such, this
work highlights the transfer of new insights from the multi-objective to the single-objective domain
and provides first visual evidence that multiobjectivization can link single-objective local optima in
multimodal landscapes.
1 Introduction
Optimization is essentially everywhere and most real-world problems are of non-linear and multimodal nature, i.e.,
there may exist multiple local optima that become traps for local search [23]. That is, classical local search based on
gradient descent will get stuck in local optima unless restart mechanisms or search space exploration methods prevent
premature convergence. Much effort has been put into this issue. Early attempts tried to make local search more
flexible, e.g., by adding search points or spanning simplex structures, to discover patterns in search space and allow
non-derivative descent to the optimum [20]. However, local search cannot solve these problems in general. Thus, later
approaches [1] combine originally one-dimensional global search mechanisms like the STEP global search [30] and
a local interpolation technique proposed by Brent [3] for the multivariate case. Others combine established stochastic
global search mechanisms based on clustering [24] with newer elements of global optimizers [29] to gain quality
improvements of solutions and to avoid finding only local optima [22].
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In the context of global optimization, one of the most popular heuristics for finding the global optimum and for dealing
with multimodal problems are population-based methods like evolutionary algorithms (EAs). Inspired by Darwinian
evolution theory, this approach applies mutation, recombination, and environmental selection of good solutions in an
evolutionary loop and theoretically ensures global convergence [2, 26]. Consequently, modern global heuristics build
on EAs to ensure global optimality. Two exemplary, successful, and advanced heuristics are the HCMA [19] and
IPOP-CMA [32]. Both extend the covariance matrix adaptation evolutionary strategy (CMA-ES) proposed by Hansen
et al. [12], which improved global search capabilities of EAs significantly by adapting the mutation distribution during
the algorithm’s run. The first adds the STEP global line search and a surrogate model approach, while the second
adapts a termination mechanism and control of the initial step-size for restart strategies within the CMA-ES. Within
all these aforementioned concepts, the global search mechanism is the driving force that steers the hybrid algorithm
into the surrounding of the global optimum, while local search is only in charge of fine-tuning the results in the basin
of attraction to reach maximum precision and increase efficiency of the approach.
In contrast to the common focus on global search, we here focus on the challenges that gradient-based local search is
facing in multimodal landscapes. In that context, we propose a conceptually new approach that transfers recent ideas
from the domain of multi-objective optimization towards the single-objective domain for enabling a sophisticated
gradient-based local search. This approach is able to escape local traps just by (multi-objective) gradient descent
and to converge to better local optima, sometimes even into the global optimum. Therefore, we revisit the topic of
multiobjectivization [18, 27], i.e., the reformulation of single-objective problems as multi-objective ones. We exploit
recent insights into the structure of problem landscapes of multi-objective problems [9] and adopt the recently proposed
multi-objective gradient sliding algorithm (MOGSA), a multi-objective local search strategy, to move towards the
global efficient set. Interestingly, multi-objective landscape characteristics show that local optima are not necessarily
traps, when we follow the multi-objective gradient and the efficient set. This provides (also in the context of single-
objective optimization) the opportunity to descent from one local optimum towards another and often better local
optimum. As a byproduct, we thus also provide a first visual and conceptual proof that multiobjectivization can “link”
local optima and enable directed descent towards superior areas of the search space in single-objective optimization.
The paper is structured as follows: after providing the background of our considered problem context in Section 2,
we briefly review the visualization technique for multi-objective landscapes applied here and describe our concept
in Section 3. Section 4 then exemplarily demonstrates our concept’s working principle and algorithmic behavior
compared to standard gradient local search before Section 5 concludes the paper.
2 Background
In the following, we aim for optimizing box-constrained continuous single-objective optimization problems, which
are of the form:
min
l≤x≤u
f(x) (1)
with f : Rn → R, and x, u, l ∈ Rn, u, l being box constraints.
As we aim to transfer, exploit, and evaluate insights from multi-objective optimization in the area of single-objective
multimodal optimization, this work is part of the field of multiobjectivization research. Knowles et al. [18] were the
first demonstrating the positive effect of multiobjectivization for reducing local optima in search space, and since
then, several authors followed in conducting theoretical and empirical studies on this topic. Jensen [14] empirically
showed the benefits of so-called helper-objectives, while Neumann and Wegener [21] provided theoretical results on
an improved search behavior of evolutionary algorithms using one additional objective. However, other work [4, 10]
also showed, that multiobjectivization can have positive and negative effects on search behavior. Still, the main
argument for multiobjectivization is, that within a multi-objective environment, more information is available that
can be exploited by algorithms for improving their search behavior. As a consequence, some authors try to use the
seemingly mightier multi-objective optimizers like NSGA-II [6] on these problems [31]. Others concretely report on
landscapes and the existence of plateau “networks”, which makes evading local optima easier [7].
Contrary to previous research (for an extensive review, we refer to Segura et al. [27, 28]), we will use a local and
deterministic multi-objective optimizer to exploit the properties of multi-objective landscapes, which we identified
using a recently developed visualization technique [9]. Also in our setting the multi-objective problem (MOP) is
generated by considering one additional objective function. We define this problem using a vector valued function
F (x) = (f1(x), ..., fm(x))
T ∈ Rm (2)
that shall minimize all m objectives in F (x) simultaneously. (Semi-)ranking of solutions is done using the dominance
relation, which states that for a, b ∈ Rm a dominates b (a ≺ b), if and only if ai ≤ bi for all i ∈ {1 . . .m} and
aj < bj for at least one j ∈ {1 . . .m}. Clearly, for (at least partially) contradicting objectives there is no single
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optimal solution value but a set of (globally) optimal trade-off solutions for which no dominating solution in search
space can be found. This set is called Pareto set. The image of this set in objective space is called Pareto front.
While the Pareto set and Pareto front represent global solutions, local efficient solutions are usually not in focus of
research in that domain. However, there are definitions of local efficiency [8], which capture also this aspect.
Definition 1. An observation x ∈ Rn is called locally efficient, if it is not dominated by any other point in a defined
neighborhood Bx ⊆ Rn of x.
While the previous definition is restricted to single solutions in the multi-objective context, continuous multi-objective
problems usually comprise connected local efficient sets, which need the definition of connectedness.
Definition 2. A set A ⊆ Rn is called connected if and only if there do not exist two open and disjoint subsets
U1, U2 ⊆ Rn such that A ⊆ (U1 ∪ U2), (U1 ∩ A) 6= ∅, and (U2 ∩ A) 6= ∅. Further let B ⊆ Rn. A subset C ⊆ B is a
connected component of B if and only if C 6= ∅ is connected, and @D with D ⊆ B such that C ⊂ D.
With this at hand, we can finally define the local efficient sets, which are considered here.
Definition 3. Let X ⊆ Rn an open set and x ∈ X locally efficient. The set of all locally efficient points of X is
denoted XLE , and each connected component of XLE forms a local efficient set (of f).
Local efficient points in the (here unconstrained) continuous search space fulfill the Fritz John [15] necessary condi-
tions: let xˆ ∈ R a local efficient point and all m objective functions of F continuously differentiable in Rn. Then,
there is a vector v ∈ Rm with 0 ≤ vi, i = 0, ...,m, and
∑m
i=1 vi = 1, such that
m∑
i=1
vi∇fi(xˆ) = 0. (3)
That is, in case of local efficient points the gradients cancel each other out given a suitable weighting vector v. This
property is used for visualizing MO landscapes, as well as within a recently proposed MO gradient descent strategy
by Kerschke et al. [8, 9, 17], which we use in the following description of our concept.
3 Gradient Descent By Means Of Multiobjectivization
In the following, we briefly describe the visualization of multi-objective landscapes (see Sec. 3.1). Then we detail how
our approach constructs a multi-objective problem (see Sec. 3.2) and how multi-objective gradient descent is adopted
as local search to exploit multi-objective locality in order to reach a single-objective global optimum (see Sec. 3.3).
3.1 Multi-objective Landscapes Visualization in a Nutshell
For visualization of multi-objective landscapes, we use the so-called PLOT (Plot of Landscape with Optimal Trade-
offs) technique recently proposed by Scha¨permeier et al. [25]. This approach combines (1) a visualization of (locally)
efficient solutions and their attraction basins w.r.t. multi-objective gradient information [9] as well as (2) global quality
information based on the dominance count of each solution [5].
In order to visualize the multi-objective landscape for two objectives, the Fritz John condition (see Eqn. 3) is used.
After the decision space has been discretized into regular cells, for each cell center point x, the sum of the normalized
gradients
∇f(x) = ∇f1(x)/||∇f1(x)||+∇f2(x)/||∇f2(x)|| (4)
represents the multi-objective gradient descent direction for the respective cell.
Obviously, the multi-objective gradient either points to a neighboring cell or has an approximate length of zero. The
latter happens in (or near) any locally efficient point. For these locally efficient cells, we assume a “height” value of
zero and compute the “height” of all other cells as accumulated length of the multi-objective gradients that describe
the multi-objective gradient descent path from the respective cell to the attracting local efficient cell1. Applying a
gray-scale coloring to all cells w.r.t. their “height” value (light gray far from and dark gray near to local efficient point)
provides an intuitive notion of attraction basins of local efficient sets.
1Analogous to single-objective gradient descent, we may imagine this multi-objective descent path as the path, which a ”multi-
objective ball” would roll down towards the attracting efficient set.
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Figure 1: Exemplary combination of two single-objective problems (left column) with two spherical helper prob-
lems (middle column) to a multi-objective problem, whose landscape is visualized (right column) using the PLOT
technique [25]. The local optima of the two single-objective problems are marked by circles (©• ) and triangles (4N ),
respectively.
In a second step, the visualization of the locally efficient sets and the basins of attraction is augmented with additional
information on the relation of efficient points w.r.t. dominance (as defined in Sec. 2). For each cell, which is considered
locally efficient, PLOT determines the domination count regarding all other locally efficient cells. This relation is
visualized with another color schema: dark blue for non-dominated (i.e., global) efficient solutions, dark red for most
dominated local efficient solutions. An exemplary PLOT is shown in Figure 1, right column. Therein, the gray basins
of attraction as well as the colored efficient sets are shown for two simple bi-objective problems.
3.2 Multiobjectivization Procedure and Benefits of Landscape Characteristics
A precondition for using multi-objective techniques in the single-objective domain is to transform any considered
single-objective function f1 into a multi-objective problem. Therefore, we introduce a second objective f2. For maxi-
mum reduction of complexity and to ensure accessible visualizations of the MO landscapes [16], we add an unimodal
n-dimensional sphere function f2(x) =
∑n
i=1(xi−si)2 with optimum s ∈ Rn. Note that for the optimization process,
neither a costly evaluation of the second objective f2, nor a (probably also costly) approximation of its known deriva-
tive ∇f2(x) =
∑n
i=1 2 · (xi − si), is necessary. The additional objective f2 only serves as helper objective to create
a MOP and with it a multi-objective landscape with all its characteristics that can be visualized and algorithmically
exploited by replacing single-objective local optima with efficient sets that should guide the local search to a better
region.
In Figure 1 we provide a visual description of the multiobjectivization procedure and the properties of the resulting
MOPs using a bimodal problem and a multimodal problem respectively (left column), which are combined with
spherical helper objectives (middle column). The resulting efficient sets are visualized in the right column PLOT
graphic.
Most interesting, the multi-objective global and local efficient sets, as well as their surrounding attraction basins reveal
the interaction of the objectives. If we observe the domination relation of the efficient sets (we can interpret this
from the colors) and their respective basins of attraction, we find, that the basins superpose each other. The borders
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Figure 2: Schematic depiction of superposition of at-
traction basins. Local efficient sets can be cut by
dominating basins. Domination of basins leads to
ridges in visualization. These ridges denote rapid
change of attraction. Note that domination is shown
as height for better interpretability only.
Figure 3: Schematic view on the search space of a bi-objective
problem with two attraction basins (encircled in red). The op-
tima of both single-objective functions are indicated by (green
and yellow) dots, located on two efficient sets (blue lines). The
dashed arrows display the search behavior of MOGSA starting
in point x.
of the superposition are visible as ridges that seem to cut the local efficient sets abruptly. In a schematic (and one-
dimensional) depiction, Figure 2 illustrates this superposition.
We exploit this specific property of ridges which cut efficient sets. The respective local efficient sets can be interpreted
as direct path to superposing basins which in turn are candidates for containing better single-objective local (or even
global) optima. As such, the locally efficient sets can be utilized as connecting “slides” from one local optimum of f1
to another one.
3.3 Multi-objective Gradient Search and Single-objective Exploitation
In order to directly follow the information of the multi-objective gradient (towards the local efficient set) and to slide
along the local efficient set until a potential ridge has been crossed, we apply the recently proposed multi-objective
gradient sliding algorithm (MOGSA) for local optimization in the multi-objective domain [8].
MOGSA is capable of exploiting the properties of MO landscapes in two repeating phases – see Figure 3 for an
exemplary bimodal function f1 (whose optima are depicted in green) and an unimodal function f2 (yellow optimum).
The blue lines illustrate the efficient sets, which are located in different basins of attraction (indicated by red borders).
The local efficient set and its associated basin (on the right) are cut by a ridge. Moving across the ridge would direct a
multi-objective gradient-based search towards the global efficient set. In our example, the global efficient set and also
the global optima of both single-objective functions are located in the left basin of attraction.
Starting in point x, MOGSA follows the MO gradient to find a point on the local efficient set (first phase) in the
respective basin (1). From there, it follows the single-objective gradient (second phase) of the first function f1 until
the (green) optimum is reached (2). The latter phase is repeated for objective f2 until the end of the set is reached
and a ridge has been passed (3). With this, the second phase stops and the first one is started again, searching for the
efficient set in the new basin of attraction (4).
With few extensions this searching principle of MOGSA can be adopted to extract the necessary information for
single-objective optimization, resulting in SO-MOGSA as shown in Algorithm 1. In the multiobjectivized setting, the
property of MOGSA “sliding” to another efficient set is helpful, as a local optimum of f1 is automatically also part of
a local efficient set of F , and the global optimum of f1 is part of a global set. Thus, we extend MOGSA to address two
aspects: finding a precise-as-possible approximation of each local set’s endpoints for f1 (see line 8) using additional
single-objective local search, and storing all investigated solutions of f1 for later selection of the best solution (ref. to
lines 3, 7, and 13). This is repeated, until MOGSA has terminated and (hopefully) reached the global set (that is the
optimum of f2, see line 4) – and thereby possibly also visited the global optimum of f1. Note again, as we construct the
multi-objective problem from the original (black-box) single-objective problem f1 and the predefined sphere function
f2, the execution of SO-MOGSA is computationally cheaper than in the multi-objective case. Because the gradient of
f2 does not have to be approximated, these costs only occur for approximating the gradient information of f1.
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Algorithm 1 SO-MOGSA (naive implementation, stores complete search path up to f2)
Require: a) start point xs ∈ Rn, b) function f1 to be optimized c) termination angle t∠ ∈ [0, 180] for switching to local search
w.r.t. f1, d) step size σMO ∈ R for MO gradient descent, e) step size σSO ∈ R for SO gradient descent w.r.t. f2, f) y∗ ∈ Rn
optimum of f2
1: f2(x) = (x1 − y∗1)2 + · · ·+ (xn − y∗n)2 . use parameterized fixed sphere function for multiobjectivization
2: x = xs
3: p = [] . initialize archive for storing search path
4: while optimum of f2 not yet reached do
5: while |∇f1(x)| > 0 and ∠(∇f1(x),∇f2(x)) ≤ t∠ do
6: x = x− σMO ·
(
∇f1(x)
|∇f1(x)| +
∇f2(x)
|∇f2(x)|
)
. MO gradient descent
7: p.store(x)
8: end while
9: xt−1 = x = LocalSearch(x, f1) . local search (here gradient descent) w.r.t. f1
10: p.store(x)
11: while ∠(∇f1(x),∇f2(x)) ≥ 90◦ and ∠(∇f2(xt−1),∇f2(x)) ≤ 90◦ do
12: xt−1 = x
13: x = x− σSO · ∇f2(x)|∇f2(x)| . gradient descent towards f2
14: p.store(x)
15: end while
16: end while
17: return p
4 Evaluation of the Concept
In order to demonstrate and evaluate the working principle of SO-MOGSA, we present first experimental insights
into the algorithm’s behaviour on well-known multimodal test problems. For multiobjectivization of f1 as used in
SO-MOGSA, we add a sphere function as second objective f2 (see Section 3.2) and fix its optimum at (−3.5,−2.5).
As this work is intended as validation of a new idea rather than an extensive performance study, we concentrate on
visualizing the algorithm behaviour compared to a classical Nelder-Mead local search [20] starting at six different
points distributed in search space.
For visualization, we employ projections of the landscape for the single-objective problem f1 into decision space as
well as PLOT landscapes [25] of the same problems (therein comprising f2 as second objective) to complement the
observations with the multiobjectivized view. The search path of both Nelder-Mead and SO-MOGSA is provided as
overlays resulting in optimization pathways that augment the respective (single-objective or multiobjectivized) view.
In addition, we provide a visualization of the multi-objective objective space of the transformed problem comprising
all local efficient fronts and the search path. Figure 4 shows the described views for the highly multimodal Rastrigin
problem [13]. While the left figure is the classical single-objective perspective on the decision space, the middle and
right-hand sub-figures depict the multiobjectivized perspective which is exploited by SO-MOGSA. As expected, the
Nelder-Mead approach (top row) is not able to leave the local optimum, which is nearest to its starting point. The
vertical line in the plot of the objective space highlights the best quality of the reached solution when we consider
the pink starting point w.r.t. f1. Clearly, as Nelder-Mead stagnates in a local optimum of f1 it also stagnates at a
dominated local front in the MO perspective.
In contrast, SO-MOGSA is able to leave the single objective local optima as described in our concept by following
the multi-objective gradient descent path and the locally efficient sets as direct connections to neighboring basins of
attraction. The depicted paths in Figure 4 show that SO-MOGSA descents to the optimum of f2 and on its way passes
from one local optimum (in the single-objective perspective) to another. For two out of six starting points in our case
study these paths lead through the global optimum. Such a case is also depicted by the sub-figure of the MO objective
space: we can observe how the search path descents along local fronts. Thereby, it passes better solutions for f1
and pushes the vertical line towards the global optimal value – virtually closing a gap between the best solution (at
f1(x) = 0 for Rastrigin) and the best yet visited solution.
As for all local search mechanisms (and evident from Fig. 4), the solution quality delivered by SO-MOGSA depends
on the starting point. However, we expect SO-MOGSA to reach better regions of the decision space in average due
to the capability of escaping local optima. To express this property in a quantitative way, we compare the normalized
quality (performance) gap that is closed by the best local search result xb w.r.t. f1. Specifically, we compute
gLS(xs) =
|f1(xb)− f1(xs)|
|f1(x∗)− f1(xs)|
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Figure 4: Six runs of Nelder-Mead (top) and SO-MOGSA (bottom) on the Rastrigin function (f1). Search behavior
is shown in the single-objective (left) and multi-objectivized search spaces (center). Each run has its own starting
position identified by a color-shape-combination (•, , ,N,H, •) Global optima of f1 (©• ) and the sphere (4N ) are
located in (0, 0) and (−3.5,−2.5), respectively. On the right, we show the objective space forN and, as vertical line,
the final quality w.r.t f1.
Table 1: Ratio of performance gap (between starting point and optimum of f1) as closed by the respective algorithm.
R1 • R2  R3  R4N R5H R6 • ∅
Rastrigin→ see Fig. 4
Nelder-Mead 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 62.6% 0.5% 10.9%
SO-MOGSA 31.1% 50.3% 100.0% 100.0% 76.1% 95.0% 75.4%
Gallagher’s 21 Peaks (Instance 3)→ see Fig. 5
Nelder-Mead 79.7% 88.7% 98.8% 79.1% 100.0% 99.0% 90.9%
SO-MOGSA 79.7% 88.7% 98.8% 98.3% 99.9% 100.0% 94.3%
Gallagher’s 101 Peaks (Instance 1)→ see Fig. 6
Nelder-Mead 59.2% 80.2% 100.0% 2.5% 85.8% 68.2% 66.0%
SO-MOGSA 59.2% 100.0% 100.0% 81.8% 84.5% 100.0% 87.6%
for each considered starting point xs where LS is the specific local search and x∗ is the known global optimum.
In Table 1 we show the results for this performance measure for all six starting points and regarding Nelder-Mead
and SO-MOGSA, respectively. For the Rastrigin function, the values resemble the observations in Figure 4. While
over all runs, SO-MOGSA has an average quality gain of about 75%, Nelder-Mead realizes only an average gain of
about 10%. Starting in R5, however, also demonstrates the weakness of this measure. For R5, Nelder-Mead realizes a
moderate gain, while in Figure 4, Nelder-Mead seems to get stuck. The gain is merely realized because R5 is the only
starting point that is located on a local maximum. This leads to a descent for SO-MOGSA and Nelder-Mead alike and
realizes a baseline gain for both approaches. Afterwards, only SO-MOGSA is able to escape the local optimum and to
close the quality gap further.
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Figure 5: Six exemplary runs of Nelder-Mead (top) and SO-MOGSA (bottom) on an instance of Gallagher’s 21 peaks
(BBOB function 22) [11]. The optimum of the sphere (4N ) is placed in (−3.5,−2.5).
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Figure 6: Illustration of six exemplary runs of SO-MOGSA on an instance of Gallagher’s 101 peaks (BBOB function
21) [11]. The optimum of the sphere (4N ) is placed in (2.5,−2.5).
To confirm the working principle for further complex multimodal problems, we also include Gallagher’s 21 and 101
peaks problems [11] into this study, see Figures 5 and 6. The figures as well as the observed individual and average
quality gain in Table 1 confirm that local optima are no traps for SO-MOGSA, in principle. Although SO-MOGSA
is a purely gradient-based strategy, it is often able to close the performance gap between starting point and the global
optimal value better than classical local search. However, even more important for the general understanding of the
benefit of multiobjectivization, these experiments provide evidence that additional objectives and the integration of
MO landscape characteristics can help local search in escaping local optima. The visualization applied here proves
that local efficient sets can be pathways for reaching neighboring local basins, which are traps for classical local search
in the single-objective domain.
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5 Conclusion
This work contributed in two ways to the field. On the one hand, we provided a new concept of gradient-based local
search, which exploits characteristics of multi-objective landscapes and helps local search to escape local optima via
locally efficient sets. Second, we delivered a visually accessible explanation how and why the proposed method bene-
fits from multiobjectivization - something often claimed but not sufficiently explained. We believe that this is only the
onset of further research addressing limitations of the current approach and extending insights into multiobjectivized
problems’ behaviour. Further research may comprise a more efficient implementation of SO-MOGSA, rigorous per-
formance evaluation, or effective integration into meta-heuristics like evolutionary algorithms. Additionally, specific
questions on the parameterization and configuration of the helper function f2 during multiobjectivization – e.g. where
to locate the local optimum – are of great importance.
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